IT IS WONDERFUL TO BE BACK WITH YOU FROM MY LOCKDOWN IN SCHAERBEEK
TIME FOR A PACT

15 MAY 2020

David Bohmert
Secretary General
LEADING RESEARCH-BASED UNIVERSITIES OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ENGINES AND WHEELS OF SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE, TALENT AND INNOVATION OF IREI

- Cover entire knowledge circle and therefore use Infrastructures for Research, Education and Innovation (IREI) alike
- Provide key scientific & technological output of IREI
- Are portal to longtail of science for IREI
- Provide advanced data science and RDM services to IREI
- Employ & upskill users, advisors, designers, developers, evaluators and governors of IREI
- Educate & train researchers, technicians and managers of IREI
- Contribute to & direct innovation ecosystems co-locating IREI
- Drive disruptive innovations in IREI
- Bridge institutional, regional, national, European and international levels of and in IREI
- Act as owners, hosts, operators, contract partners & funders of IREI
SHAPE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETIES IN EUROPE AND BEYOND FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

- Contribute to ecological, economic and social sustainability
- More Europe in research & strengthen ERA & RII therein
- Cherish Pillar 1: Excellent Science in FP, including RII
- Explore and implement key technologies of 21st century
- Link SSH with STEM
- Promote open science, incl. RDM, FAIR data, EOSC, next generation metrics, alternative assessment and rewarding of research performance
- Advance knowledge transfer between academia & non-academia
- Promote good management and operation of (on-campus) IREI
- Boost intersectoral mobility, including with IREI
- Reach out to and engage with society as a whole
- Seek to forge strategic alliances with other stakeholders
BUILD A MORE MODERN, RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE EUROPE AND MAKE GENUINE CONTRIBUTION TO HUMANITY AND EARTH

- Support and implement Recovery Plan
- Optimise Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027
- Shape future of ERA strengthening RII and universities alike
- Tackle impact Covid-19 on calls and implementation Horizon 2020
- Prepare and implement Horizon Europe
- Optimise partnerships in consortia under Horizon Europe
- Develop sectoral qualifications framework for staff at IREI
- Revise European Charter for Access to Research Infrastructures and optimise its application

Making science happen - a new ambition for RI in the ERA

Future of universities in Europe and beyond
LET US CONCLUDE THIS PACT BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES AND IREI!

Thank You